Home Staging 101
Stage where it counts - not all rooms are considered equal
when it comes to home staging. Make sure you focus your
efforts on the rooms that have the biggest potential impact
on buyers decisions. The rooms that typically hold the
most importance for buyers are the living room, master
bedroom & the kitchen.
Clean, Organized & Simple
Clean from top to bottom
Declutter & organize spaces
Simple, but not bland -- equipped, but not cluttered

Focus on fresh! A few healthy, well placed plants and
flowers can add life and freshness into the space. Place a
vase full of big, bright flowers in the center of your kitchen
table, a small potted plant or some succulents in the living
room. Another aspect of freshness is making sure there
are no odors. A deep clean should take care of any
lingering smells, but also be sure to always clear out your
trash bin before showings. You may want to install a small
scented plug-in in a couple of rooms too. If you do that,
keep it on a low setting - you want the smell to be
pleasant, but subtle.
Patch & Repair. Home staging is a good time to tackle the
tiny nicks, scratches, holes and other impurities that
signal neglect to buyers. Use magic eraser on walls to get
rid of scuffs from walls. Spackle & caulk where needed
and don't forget the paint touch ups.

Clean like you've never cleaned before! Every square inch
should shine, from the baseboards to the corners of your
ceilings and everywhere in between.

Home Staging 101
De-personalize the space - one of the primary objectives
of home staging is to help prospective buyers visualize the
space as their own. The fastest way to accomplish this is
to set as blank a canvas as you can. You want your home to
have style & charm, but it should be clear of too many
personal touches. Start by removing photos on walls and
the fridge, keep clothes stored away out of sight, and clear
bathroom counters of personal items. Remove anything
overtly religious as well. While it is true that depersonalizing your home makes it a little weird to live in,
it is extremely helpful when trying to get buyers to
connect with the property.

Lets talk about clutter! It takes up space & space is what
sells. Make your home look bigger & more desirable by
editing down to just the basics. Clear off counters, clean out
closets and cabinets.

Rearrange your furniture. You want there to be as much
open, walk-able space as possible. This helps buyers
navigate the space, and also helps them better visualize
their own furniture in each room. Put extra furniture in
storage to get it out the the way, focus on getting rid of
any over-sized pieces, damaged pieces and pieces that
don't match the rest of the room. With the furniture that's
left, rearrange it to make the room look and feel as
spacious as possible.

Ask a pro or at least a friend! It helps a ton to have an
outside perspective. You have a tendency to see the day-today messes, while an outsider will have an overall
perspective.

